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• available in 6 flavours: Classic, Blood Orange, 
Passion Fruit, Lemon, Apple-Cinnamon, Elderberry

• with an extra portion of fresh ginger
• innovative recipe with very few ingredients
• for one-of-a-kind, long-lasting ginger enjoyment

  gluten-free         vegan

  lactose-free        sugarfree

  no preservatives

Sugarfree Ginger-Lemon – the fresh sweetness of 
lemon matched wonderfully with the light heat of 
ginger, enveloped in pleasant sugar-free sweetness, 
creating heavenly, completely guilt-free pleasure.
The hint of sour lemon is perfectly harmonized with 
  the heat of our ginger. The lemony-fresh taste of 
    our IBONS Lemon awakens all of the senses.

IBONS Ginger-Lemon sugarfree

Tropically sweet and fruity at the same time, plus 
pleasant spiciness – enjoy IBONS Ginger-Passion 
Fruit. The taste is irresistibly delicious and unique. 
The freshly harvested IBONS red ginger is charac- 
terised by its wonderfully invigorating heat. 
And the maracuja passion fruit is surprising 
thanks to its variety of vitamins, and its 
unique taste makes it a winner.

IBONS Ginger-Passion Fruit sugarfree

Soft, delicately spicy and deliciously sweet for long- 
lasting, exotic enjoyment. The taste of these drops, 
combined with sugarfree sweetness, ensures 
carefree enjoyment without regret. The fresh, juicy 
ginger roots are processed on-location directly after 
harvesting. That’s how we make a candy that 
combines sweetness and fresh ginger to create a 
wonderful treat with pleasant heat and exotic taste.

IBONS Ginger-Classic sugarfree
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Ginger-Blood Orange – a balanced mixture of fruity 
blood orange and fresh red ginger! A taste that will 
make you dream of vacations by the sea. Delicious 
IBONS Ginger-Blood Orange sweets are simply 
wholesome. The pleasantly spicy red ginger and the 
exotic sweetness of blood orange guarantee an irre-
sistible taste experience. Red ginger is especially 
high-quality.

IBONS Ginger-Blood Orange sugarfree

Fruity sweet apple with a hint of cinnamon – 
accompanied by the taste and warmth of fresh ginger.
A dreamlike sucking pleasure for the cold
season – naturally sugar-free! And the perfect
entry into the most beautiful of all seasons: autumn!

IBONS Ginger-Apple-Cinnamon sugarfree

Who misses the summer, will find it again with
Ginger-Elderberry!
The light summery-sour sweetness mixes perfectly 
with the fresh ginger – one dreams directly of a calm, 
warm and sunny summer day! A dreamlike summer 
pleasure!

IBONS Ginger-Elderberry sugarfree
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Ginger Chew Candies Bag 92 g and Box 60 g

• in 4 fantastic flavours

• with the extra portion fresh ginger

• manufactured according to a traditional recipe

Ginger-Lemon – a special mixture of lemon and fresh 

red ginger in a handy little box. Nothing is more re-

freshing than lemon! Delicious IBONS Ginger-Lemon 

sweets are simply wholesome. The pleasantly spicy 

red ginger and the freshness of lemon guarantee an 

irresistible taste experience. Red ginger is especially 

high-quality. The citrus fruit is aromatic and juicy. 

Simply unbeatably refreshing.

IBONS Ginger-Lemon

The red ginger furthers your well-being! Soft, 

tender, with sweet spiciness. The flavour of 

ginger mixes combined with the sweetness 

of pure cane sugar forms an amazing tasting 

treat. The specialty of IBONS Classic: the 

fresh and juicy ginger roots are processed 

locally directly after harvesting. This creates 

a very special treat with a smooth and sweet 

spiciness, letting you enjoy the full range of 

ginger flavour.

IBONS Ginger-Classic
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Ginger Orange – tantalizing your taste buds 

with the taste of sun-ripened oranges. Its 

pure holiday feeling, when Ginger meets 

Orange – sweet and juicy with a pleasing 

spiciness. Our IBONS Orange rouses memo-

ries of your last summer holiday!

Ginger Mango – fruity, fiery, fine! IBONS 

Mango makes for a real fruity surprise. The 

full taste of ripe mango lets exotic flavors 

explode in your mouth and harmonizes 

perfectly with the spiciness of our red ginger. 

A fruity, smooth and spicy surprise for every 

taste, which no one should miss!

IBONS Ginger-Orange

IBONS Ginger-Mango
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Ginger Drink 250 ml

IBONS Ginger Drink – the Ginger Drink with fresh 
Lemon taste.
The new IBONS Ginger Drink enchants with lemon sweet-
ness and a light note of spicy Ginger. As convenient and 
tasty to drink, the fiery final note is the clou and provides 
the kick-off you need.

IBONS Ginger Drink – Fresh – Fruity – Fiery!
The new IBONS Ginger Drink is one of a kind – vitalizing, 
with a shot of caffeine – it’s most refreshing after a relaxing 
sauna, massage or wellness treatment.

IBONS Ginger Drink – perfect for mixing!
Brings freshness and spiciness into every dull long drink 
– from now on every sip is a pleasure! The light spiciness 
of the fine ginger taste brings a total new twist to old 
fashioned drinks and offers many new combinations.

IBONS Ginger Drink – enjoy ice cold!
Just try it – during summer on ice, the IBONS Ginger 
Drink is a refreshing and vitalizing way to enjoy ginger.

IBONS Ginger Drink – refreshing at any time!

Ingredients:
Alp-Spring-water, sugar, lemon juice (1% from lemon 
juice concentrate), carbonic acid, acid medium citric 
acid, malt-extract (barley), acidity regulator sodium 
citrate, ginger-extract (0,2%), caffeine, colorant E 150c, 
niacine, acid regulator E 504, vitamine B6, pantothen 
acid, riboflavine, vitamine B12

fresh

fiery

fruity

  vitalizing

  fiery taste

  convenient ginger flavour
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Ginger Drops 20 ml

IBONS Ginger Drops – concentrated & convenient

Concentrated Ginger, easy to dose, long lasting.
The specialty of our IBONS Ginger Drops is the light spici-
ness with a touch of lemon. Despite the high amount of 
ginger the IBONS drops are not too fiery and can be easily 
consumed while travelling by ship, car or airplane – just 
by using a spoon. No glas of water needed.

IBONS Ginger Drops – concentrated Ginger, can be 
consumed directly, conveniently everywhere.
No peeling and cutting, no waiting while brewing your 
ginger tea. IBONS Ginger Drops are easily packed, quick 
to dose, long lasting and pure.

IBONS Ginger Drops – pure concentrated Ginger 
plus Vitamin C.
The vitamin C provides convenient lemon taste and 
freshness while at the same time boosting your own nat-
ural immune system. Our IBONS Ginger Drops only con-
tain concentrated ginger, carefully preserved without the 
use of alcohol or preservatives (E-Numbers).

Ingredients:
Stabilizer Glycerine, Water, Ginger root powder, Ascor-
bic acid (Vitamin C)

IBONS Ginger Drops – multi purpose usage
Enjoy pure Ginger – while travelling or enhance your tea 
or drink with a spicy refreshing touch. Adventurous peo-
ple can even try and spice their food during cooking. The 
fresh Ginger taste enriches nearly every dish with a new 
fiery touch. Just try it yourself! Pure, in water or drinks 
– the IBONS Ginger Drops are always a pleasure: conve-
nient due to easy handling and distribution – keep them 
handy at all times!

  no preservatives

  gluten-free

  lactose-free

  vitamin C

  alcohol-free

  vegan
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Product Series

IBONS Ginger Drops sugarfree
Bag 75 g

IBONS Ginger Drink
Tin Can 250 ml

IBONS Ginger Drops
Bottle 20 ml

IBONS Ginger Chew Candies
Bag 92 g

IBONS Ginger Chew Candies
Box 60 g
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Ingredients:
Ginger-Classic sugarfree:
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (12%)
Ginger-Lemon sugarfree:
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (12%), acidifier: citric acid; natural 
lemon flavour
Ginger-Blood Orange sugarfree: 
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (5%), acidifier: citric acid; natural blood 
orange flavour
Ginger-Passion Fruit sugarfree: 
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (12%), acidifier: citric acid; natural 
passion fruit flavour, natural mango flavour
Ginger-Elderberry sugarfree: 
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (12%), natural elderberry flavour, 
acidifier: citric acid; elderberry fruit concentrate

Ginger-Apple-Cinnamon sugarfree: 
Sweetener: Maltitol syrup; ginger (12%), acidifier: citric acid; natural 
apple flavour, natural cinnamon flavour
Ginger-Classic: 
cane sugar, ginger (7%), starch (tapioca)
Ginger-Lemon: 
cane sugar, ginger (7%), starch (tapioca), natural lemon flavour
Ginger-Orange: 
cane sugar, ginger (7%), starch (tapioca), natural orange flavour
Ginger-Mango: 
cane sugar, ginger (7%), starch (tapioca), natural mango flavour

Product data

Box Box Box Box Bag Bag Drops

Type Ginger Classic Ginger Mango Ginger Orange Ginger Lemon Ginger Classic Ginger Mango Ginger Drops

Articlenr. 100001 100004 100005 100006 100540 100543 100659

Delivery unit Display Display Display Display Tray Tray Tray

Quantity 12 x 60g 12 x 60g 12 x 60g 12 x 60g 10 x 92g 10 x 92g -

℮ / l 720g 720g 720g 720g 920g 920g 20ml

Unit / Carton 20 20 20 20 6 6 297

Unit / Palette 720 720 720 720 310 310 8910

Type of Palette Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro

Delivery unit in kg 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8 1,2 1,2 0,08
Measurements 

unit (l/b/h)
153mm / 

130mm / 85mm
153mm / 

130mm / 85mm
153mm / 

130mm / 85mm
153mm / 

130mm / 85mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
33mm / 

33mm / 86mm
Palette in kg 700 700 700 700 387 387 730

Measurements 
Palette (l/b/h)

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1730mm

Product EAN 4260024450113 4260024450182 4260024450199 4260024450403 4260024450250 4260024450281 4260024450588

Product PZN 16884515 16884544 16884550 16884567 16884573 16884596 11182180

Drink Bag Bag Bag Bag Bag Bag

Type Ginger Drink Ginger Classic Ginger Lemon Ginger 
Passion Fruit

Ginger 
Blood Orange

Ginger 
Apple-Cinnamon

Ginger 
Elderberry

Articlenr. 112006 110701 110706 110709 110710 110711 110712

Delivery unit Tray Tray Tray Tray Tray Tray Tray

Quantity 12 x 250ml 10 x 75g 10 x 75g 10 x 75g 10 x 75g 10 x 75g 10 x 75g

℮ / l 3000ml 750g 750g 750g 750g 750g 750g

Unit / Carton 4 6 6 6 6 6 6

Unit / Palette 240 310 310 310 310 310 310

Type of Palette Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro Euro

Delivery unit in kg 3,26 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0
Measurements 

unit (l/b/h)
220mm / 

165mm / 137mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
200mm /  

138mm / 180mm
Palette in kg 800 325 325 325 325 325 325

Measurements 
Palette (l/b/h)

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1520mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

1200mm / 
800mm / 
1950mm

Product EAN 4260024450687 4260024450830 4260024450861 4260024451103 4260024451165 4260024451295 4260024451301

Product PZN - 16884627 16884633 16884834 16884840 17204600 17204617
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IBONS Customer Survey

64 %

Gender Distribution

Age Distribution

What do you like most on IBONS Ginger Chew Candies?

Customer Feedback:

”They are not too sweet and just the best comfort my sweet 
tooth. Super if you‘ve got upset tummy nausea.“

”Comfortable spiciness and beneficial for throat and voice.“

”Because they are natural and vegan, if I want to indulge 
myself – the best treat ever!“

”I like the refreshing ginger-spiciness, combined with light 
sweetness, as well as the chewiness. Very handy is the single 
wrapping; you can always have one in your pocket. Besides 
they sooth motion sickness in great way.“

*open survey July 2016 with 892 participants, from which 579 already knew IBONS brand and 532 tasted IBONS ginger 
chew candies themselves

”They refresh breath, soul and body“

”Because they are extraordinary and contrast in very pos-
itive way to conventional sweets. And of course, because 
they are extremely tasty!“

”Because I want to enjoy ginger, but the ginger root in 
itself is too fiery and taste isn’t good.“

”I love ginger and extremely like the taste and it is 
amazing, that IBONS are so natural in their ingredients.“

What is IBONS known for?

Do you smoke?

male no

healthy & natural60-89

30-39

yes

exotic treat50-59

20-29

simply delicious40-49

below 20

female sometimes

else

0 100 200 300 400
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325

222

204

over 90

Taste of fresh ginger

lactose-free / gluten-free

without Gelatine / vegetarian / vegan

Tradition & Simplicity of Recipe

Fresh & Natural Ingredients

Chewiness / Chewing Properties

Spiciness of Ginger 

36 %

29 %

21 %

46 %

4%

78 %

11 % 11 %

22 %

24 %

29 %

15 %
6 %

2 % 2 %
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Brand Essence

Assortment of Flavours

Ginger

- stimulates the body and the mind.

- warms the stomach.

- good for your throat and neck.

- for pleasing, gentle chewing/sucking 

  enjoyment
Naturalness

High-quality, select 

    vegetable ingredients:

- cane sugar or malt syrup 

   - fresh red ginger

- tapioca starch

  Healthy 
  Treat

- vegetarian

- vegan

- gluten-free

- lactose-free

- without preservatives Great Variety
       - 9 flavours of tasty chewy candies with 
    fresh ginger:
  Ginger-Classic, Ginger-Peanut, Ginger-
Peppermint, Ginger-Mango, Ginger-
  Orange, Ginger-Lemon, Ginger-
    Coconut, Ginger-Passion Fruit,
       Ginger-Blood Orange

Classic Mango Orange Lemon Passion Fruit Blood Orange Apple- 
Cinnamon Elderberry

IBONS Box 60 g

IBONS Bag 92 g

IBONS Bag 75 g

IBONS Drink 250 ml

IBONS Drops 20 ml



77 000
Likes

25 400
Followers

Available at

Ginger-Blood Orange

Extra
mild Discover our deals!

Arno Knof GmbH

Domäne 2  |  31633 Leese

05761 92120

05761 921220

info@ibons.de

www.ibons.com – Find out more!


